
 
FROM THE COMMITTEE  

ON MODEL CRIMINAL 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS  

 
=========================================================== 

The Committee on Model Criminal Jury Instructions solicits comment on the 
following proposal by May 1, 2024.  Comments may be sent in writing to Samuel 
R. Smith, Reporter, Committee on Model Criminal Jury Instructions, Michigan Hall 
of Justice, P.O. Box 30052, Lansing, MI 48909-7604, or electronically to 
MCrimJI@courts.mi.gov.  
=========================================================== 
 

PROPOSED 
 The Committee proposes amending jury instructions M Crim JI 20.2 
(Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Second Degree [MCL 750.520c]) and M Crim JI 
20.13 (Criminal Sexual Conduct in the Fourth Degree [MCL 750.520e]) to add 
definitional “sexual contact” language from MCL 750.520a(q).  Deletions are in 
strike-through, and new language is underlined. 
 

[AMENDED] M Crim JI 20.2  Criminal Sexual Conduct in the 
Second Degree 

(1) The defendant is charged with the crime of second-degree criminal 
sexual conduct. To prove this charge, the prosecutor must prove each of the 
following elements beyond a reasonable doubt: 

(2) First, that the defendant intentionally [touched (name complainant)’s / 
made, permitted, or caused (name complainant) to touch (his / her)] [genital area / 
groin / inner thigh / buttock / (or) breast] or the clothing covering that area. 

(3) Second, that this touching was done the defendant touched [name 
complainant] for any of these reasons: (1) for sexual arousal or gratification, (2) in 
a sexual manner for revenge, humiliation, or out of anger, or (3) for a sexual purposes 
or what could reasonably be construed as having been done for a sexual purposes. 

(4) [Follow this instruction with one or more of the 13 alternatives, M Crim 
JI 20.3 – 20.11d, as warranted by the charges and evidence.] 
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M Crim JI 20.13: 

[AMENDED] M Crim JI 20.13  Criminal Sexual Conduct in the 
Fourth Degree 

(1) The defendant is charged with the crime of fourth-degree criminal 
sexual conduct. To prove this charge, the prosecutor must prove each of the 
following elements beyond a reasonable doubt: 

(2) First, that the defendant intentionally [touched (name complainant)’s / 
made, permitted, or caused (name complainant) to touch (his / her)] [genital area / 
groin / inner thigh / buttock / (or) breast] or the clothing covering that area. 

(3) Second, that this touching was done the defendant touched (name 
complainant) for any of these reasons: (1) for sexual arousal or gratification, (2) in 
a sexual manner for revenge, humiliation, or out of anger, or (3) for a sexual purposes 
or what could reasonably be construed as having been done for a sexual purposes. 

(4) [Follow this instruction with M Crim JI 20.14a, M Crim JI 20.14b, M 
Crim JI 20.14c, M Crim JI 20.14d, M Crim JI 20.15, M Crim JI 20.16, or M Crim 
JI 20.16a, as warranted by the charges and evidence.] 

Use Note 

Use this instruction where the facts describe an offensive touching not 
included under criminal sexual conduct in the second degree. 

 
 
 


